
Krajina in čas



Ideja krajine

 “usefully ambiguous concept” (Gosden in Head 1994)

'we should beware of attempts to define landscape, to resolve 
its contradictions; rather we should abide in its 

duplicity' (Daniels 1989: 218).

“is defined more by what it does than what it is” (Whittlesey, 
1997, 20)

“the pattern which connects” (Bateson, 1978) 
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“Landscape is tension.”



Kultura :: Narava

Opazovanje :: Bivanje

Bližina :: Razdalja

Zemljino površje :: Oko
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A Phenomenology of Landscape

Soja 1989; Hodder 1982a,b, 1986, 1987, 1992; Miller and Tilley
1984; Shanks and Tilley 1987a,b,1989; Bender 1992,1993; Tilley
1994). The major differences between a 'scientific' or abstract and
a 'humanized' or meaning-laden space can be summarized as fol-
lows:

container
decentred
geometry
surfaces
universal
objective
substantial
totalized
external
system
neutral
coherence
atemporal

ABSTRACT SPACE

medium
centred
context
densities
specific
subjective
relational
detotalized
internal
strategy
empowered
contradiction
temporal

HUMAN SPACE

materialist, rational idealist, irrational

The list might be considerably extended, or the couplets abbrevi-
ated, since they clearly overlap. I have added a cross-over
between the lists of terms at the bottom in order to indicate that
the approach which has usually been claimed as the hallmark of
an objective, rational and materialist approach to space (the left-
hand column) now appears, in view of the weight of contempo-
rary arguments, as a form of irrational idealism and vice versa.

It is from the general perspective of the terms listed in the
right-hand column that this book both takes its starting-point and
attempts to develop in relation to a consideration of landscape.
While not wishing to dwell too much here on the antagonistic
history of past debates it seems necessary to explain and unpack
the columns of oppositions as a background to the rest of the
book.
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Constructed landscapes

Conceptualised landscapes

Idealised landscapes



Human activities become inscribed within a landscape such 
that every cliff, large tree, stream, swampy area becomes a 

familiar place. Daily passages through the landscape become 
biographic encounters for individuals, recalling traces of past 

activities and previous events and the reading of signs - a split 
log here, a marker stone there (Tilley 1994,27).



“Sveti kraji” in skalna umetnost

“pictures in place” (2004:1)

The conventional economic definition of hunter-gatherers, as people who do not inter-
fere with or control landscape as agriculturalists do, makes it easy to overlook two key
similarities. Hunter-gatherer societies do interfere with and control their environments
in other ways, such as by burning (see Jones (1968, 1995) for how burning in Australia
has shaped the landscape of the continent which seems, on the surface, to be most ‘natural’
in its character). And hunter-gatherers often have an intense symbolic relationship with
the landscape in which they must do the right things so that the animals shall move 
to their proper places, the fish at their due season return up the rivers, and the spirits of
the land be generous to the people as they should be. In following the usual opposition
set between hunting-gathering and farming, we may mislead ourselves. In Europe the
preconditions for a farming economy already existed along the coastal fringes long before
evidence for the cultivation of wheat and barley, and the rearing of cattle, sheep and pigs
appeared in the archaeological record.

Understanding human experience of place in prehistoric
Europe

These truths bring us to a central issue in prehistoric Europe – and the central issue of
research into prehistoric Europe. Rock-art is at the heart both of the problem and of how
best we tackle it: hence the present volume.

The early era of European rock-art is in the Palaeolithic: it clearly belongs to a world
for which we have no close human experience. There is no ethnography to tell us directly
about human lifestyles and attitudes under the icy conditions of the later Pleistocene in
what is now temperate Europe. Importantly, however, there have been European people
in recent centuries living largely or entirely on a subsistence basis that is not agricultural
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Figure 1.8 Plethora of elk and reindeer activity at the main Bardal panel, Nord-Trøndelag, central
Norway

After Hallström (1938)

Powerful places tend to attract other powerful elements. So, for example, during studies of 
rock art sites, Indian people tend to look first at the rock on which the paintings and peckings 
occur, and then look around for medicine plants. The basic assumption of interpretation is 
that the place had to be powerful before the rock paintings or peckings were made there. 
(Stoffle and Zedeño 2001a: 70)



Fenomenologija

Tilley C. 1994.  A phenomenology of landscape. Willey.



from a phenomenological standpoint . . . the world 
emerges with its properties alongside the emergence of 
the perceiver as person,lagainst the background of 
involved activity. Since the person is a being-in-the-world, 
the coming-into-being of the person is part and parcel of 
the process of coming-into-being of the world as a whole."
(Ingold, 2000, p.168)



Fenomenologija

[H]uman being consists in dwelling and, indeed, dwelling in the 
sense of the stay of mortals on the earth.

Heidegger (1954)



Dwelling is about the rich intimate ongoing togetherness of 
beings and things which make up landscapes and places, and 
which bind together nature and culture over time. It thus offers 
conceptual characteristics which blur the nature/culture divide, 
[and] emphasise the temporal nature of landscape (Cloke and 

Jones 2001).



a being immersed from the start, like other creatures, in an 
active, practical and perceptual engagement with constituents 
of the dwelt- in world. This ontology of dwelling, I contend, 
provides us with a better way of coming to grips with the nature 
of human existence than does the alternative, Western 
ontology whose point of departure is that of a mind detached 
from the world."
(Ingold, 2000, p.42)"



Fenomenologija
"
Let us think for a while of a farmhouse in the Black Forest, which was built 
some two hundred years ago by the dwelling of peasants. Here the self-
sufficiency of the power to let earth and heaven, divinities and mortals enter 
in simple oneness into things, ordered the house. It placed the farm on the 
wind-sheltered mountain slope looking south, among the meadows close to 
the spring. It gave it the wide overhang- ing shingle roof whose proper slope 
bears up under the burden of snow, and which, reaching deep down, 
shields the chambers against the storms of the long winter nights. It did not 
forget the altar corner behind the community table; it made room in its 
chamber for the hal- lowed places of childbed and the 'tree of the dead' - for 
that is what they call a coffin there: the Totenbaum - and in this way it is 
designed for the different generations under one roof the character of their 
journey through time. A craft which, itself sprung from dwelling, still uses its 
tools and frames as things, built the farmhouse (Heidegger"
1972: 338).



Paul Cézanne, Mont Sainte-Victoire seen from Bellevue,  
Oil on Canvas, 1885

‘My body is a thing amongst things, it 
is caught in the fabric of the 
world’ (Merleau-Ponty, 1969, p.256).

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_C%C3%A9zanne


Moč

Bender B. 2000. Stonehenge: Making Space (Materializing Culture) 

“Contested landscapes”



3000 BC
2900-2400 BC

2600 BC

2200 BC

2200 BC



Kronologija

case of prehistoric periodizations such as the Three Age System,
this has been a far more difficult endeavour which only the advent
of radiocarbon dating has put on a sure footing (Renfrew 1978).
The original method was a technique called cross-dating which
drew on historical records left by the ‘great civilizations’ in Egypt
and Mesopotamia (Figure 1.1). One of the earliest attempts was
Worsaae’s chronological table published in 1878. However, it was
Flinders Petrie who did most to promote this method of cross-
dating using the Egyptian records. Using dated Egyptian imports
found in Greek contexts and Greek imports found in dated
Egyptian contexts enabled him to provide an absolute chronology
for the Greek Bronze Age. Extending this method beyond south-
eastern Europe, however, proved more of a challenge as imports
became increasingly rare the further north and west one moved.
Montelius was the first to attempt a more sophisticated link
between absolute and relative chronologies for North-west Europe,
but it was Childe who took it to its full conclusion.

Extending the chronology involved creating a series of relative
chronologies that could be first knitted together, and then, even-
tually, tied into the absolute chronologies available for the Near
East. Montelius made a start knitting together regional chron-
ologies for Western Europe, but it took Childe’s breadth of vision
to create the pan-European synthesis needed to create the links to
the Aegean and Near East (Burkitt and Childe 1932). However,
Childe’s synthesis has not stood the test of time, as he himself
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Table 1.1 Main types of relative and absolute chronologies

Relative chronologies Absolute chronologies

Primary Historical
Stratigraphy Associative
Seriation Intrinsic
Typology

Secondary Scientific
Periodization Radiocarbon

Dendrochronology
Etc.

Lucas, G. 2005. Archaeology of time. Routledge. 



no single continuous time, or universal time frame or reference
but, rather, different temporalities, which produce different histo-
ries. Cultural evolution is the obvious exemplar of this kind of
totalizing history but, more generally, Althusser suggests that any
kind of history that attempts to be universal in its coverage, such
as a periodization, reproduces the same assumption about time.
Such an approach has also been linked to the politics of European
hegemony in colonial contexts and writing about the ‘other’
(Young 1990).

Many archaeologists may find a totalizing narrative reassuring,
or have no problem with it. However, there is a very important
issue here about constructing stories of the past; for much of
archaeology’s history, there have been grand narratives that
attempt to survey the development of human culture in totality
during prehistory – these need not always take the systematic
form of social evolution, but address global cultural developments
such as the agricultural or urban revolutions (e.g. see Sherratt
1995). Many contemporary archaeological studies avoid these
grand narratives, yet, at the same time, they give a coherence to
archaeology as a discipline. Ultimately, what is at stake here is the
Enlightenment vision of a total history, archaeology as a science
of humanity where the whole of human history can be embraced
within a single vision, a single chronology (see also Chapter 5).
However one feels about this issue, though, it is important to state
that the conception of time that underlies archaeological chron-
ology, and also grand archaeological narratives of prehistory, is a
restricted one. This is not to argue that archaeology should
abandon this conception of time or chronology, but to retain it as
the dominant conception in our understanding of the past, only

BEYOND CHRONOLOGY
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Table 1.2 The temporal structure of chronology and evolutionism

Temporal structure Direction Units

Absolute chronology Past to future Years
Relative chronology Stone to Iron Periods
Evolutionism Simple to complex Stages

Lucas, G. 2005. Archaeology of time. Routledge. 

Kronologija





Palimpsest?



The surface of England is like a palimpsest, a 
document that has been written on and erased over 

and over again; and it is the business of the field 
archaeologist to decipher it. The features concerned 

are of course the roads and field boundaries, the 
woods, the farms and other habitations, and all the 

other products of human labour; these are the 
letters and words inscribed on the land. But it is not 

easy to read them because, whereas the vellum 
document was seldom wiped clean more than once	

or twice, the land has been subjected to continual 

change throughout the ages.  

“

Crawford 
1953:51–2



Hidden landscapes



[t]he first part is devoted to a 
history whose passage is almost 
imperceptible, that of man in his 
relationship to the environment, a 
history in which all change is 
slow, a history of constant 
repetition, ever-recurring cycles.
…in the second part of the book, 
studying in turn economic 
systems, states, societies, 
civilizations and… in the 
complex arena of warfare.… the 
third part gives a hearing to 
traditional history, …that is, the 
history of events. (20 1)

Fernand Braudel, The Mediterranean and 
the Mediterranean world in the Age of 

Philip II

“



It was when I was constructing my book on The 
Mediterranean, I was led to divide the times of history 
according to their different speeds, according to different 
temporalities. I think there are actually rapid times, longer 
times, and almost immobile times. But it was in the end of this 
course, not by a preliminary operation, that I arrived at this 
conception of time of history. Similarly, the longue durée of 
which I am the advocator, it was an artifice by which I was 
escaped from certain tangible difficulties. I did not think to 
longue durée before writing my book on The Mediterranean. 
(Braudel 1978, 244 5)

“





this conception by reference to two basic aspects of history –
process (or the long term) and event (or the short term). How does
this conception of time differ to that which underlies chronology
and traditional evolutionary theory? As I showed earlier, the latter
generally present time as a uniform, linear sequence, and largely
one defined by continuity; consequently, the only problem was
change, for which a typological theory of evolution has been 
the main solution. However, for both Annales and non-linear
approaches, continuity is just as much a problem as change and,
more significantly, the articulation between the two becomes 
the real key issue. In different ways, each resolves this problem 
by recourse to a similar model of multiple, temporal scales of
analysis. Moreover, both give greater weight to the notion of the
uniqueness of history and the particular histories of different 
societies or regions, rather than promoting a universal history
such as evolution.

This is not to say that the Annales or non-linear approaches
abandon chronology – rather, they use a different conception of time

BEYOND CHRONOLOGY
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0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
Years

Environmental scale

Social scale

Individual scale

Figure 1.3 Schematic representation of different rates of change for
different processes.

Lucas, G. 2005. Archaeology of time. Routledge. 



32 JOHN BINTLIFF [BCH Suppl. 34

HISTORY SHORT TERM—ÉVÉNEMENTS
OF Narrative, Political History;
EVENTS Events;

Individuals.

STRUCTURAL MEDIUM TERM—CONJONCTURES
HISTORY Social, Economic History;

Economic, Agrarian, Demographic Cycles;
History of eras, regions, societies;
Worldviews, ideologies (Mentalités).

LONG TERM—STRUCTURES OF THE 'LONGUE DURÉE'
Geohistory: 'enabling and constraining';
History of civilizations, peoples;
Stable technologies, World views (Mentalités).

Fig. 14. — Braudel's model of historical time or "Structural History".

tuations of demography and prosperity whose wavelength of growth and decay is the
"moyenne durée", the Medium Term of the order of half a millennium. Here we see
most clearly the ecological cycles of Malthusian type and the erection and dismantling
of sophisticated urban, political and cultural structures that grow and decay with them.

Yet both Long and Medium Term wavelengths are normally beyond the cogni-
zance of contemporaries, the human actors whose decisions we have yet to create space
for. Here lies the necessity for the wavelength of the Short Term, the world of "évé-
nements", events and personalities, and unpredictable chance. As that master of the
Longest Term, the palaeontologist Stephen Jay Gould has put it, we cannot predict his-
tory, we can only postdict it32.

Thus in the Boeotian Geometric to Roman sequence the role of the short term
can be seen to be crucial to the way each city reacts to general trends in the medium
term. From the very beginning the role of chance and individual personalities may have
influenced the way that some pioneer villages rose to power over their neighbours, even
if others, like Thebes, had inbuilt geographic and historic advantages from the start.
Tanagra and Thespiae had good fortune in recurrently backing the winning side in the
conflicts of the Late Republic, and escaped the fate of most other towns in the region

32. S. J. GOULD, "Evolution and the Triumph of Homology", American Science 74 (1986), p. 60-69.



Progetto Valle del Biferno

Tra i progetti che si inseriscono nel solco 
tracciato dalla BRITISH SCHOOL AT ROME vi 
è certamente il BIFERNO VALLEY Project 
diretto nella seconda metà degli anni ’70 da 
Graeme Barker.

Il progetto ha visto lo svolgersi di 
ricognizioni in aree campione, saggi di 
scavo, carotaggi e indagini geofisiche. 
Vengono inoltre studiati i resti faunistici, 
botanici e geomorfologici.

Unendo le testimonianze archeologiche e ambientali per i periodi preistorici e 
collegando l’archeologia e la storia dell’ambiente dei periodi più tardi con l’opera 
degli storici medievali e moderni il progetto si proponeva di stabilire la relazione 
tra insediamento umano e storia del paesaggio nella valle negli ultimi 50.000 
anni.

Biferno Valley Survey





Hidden landscapes



While places and movement between them are intimately 
related to the formation of personal biographies, places 

themselves may be said to acquire a history, sedimented layers 
of meaning by virtue of the actions and events that take place 

in them. Personal biographies, social identities and a biography 
of place are intimately connected (Tilley 1994,27).



7500 cal BP

Podmol pri Kastelcu

Turk et al. 1993
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Pieter  BruegelThe Elder 
“Haymaking”



Traveling ... was not a transitional activity 
between one place and another, but a way of 

being ... the act of traveling from or to a 
particular location plays a part in defining 

who the traveler is. 
 (Apporta 2004:13)

”





Network "Meshwork"

From Ingold 2007 



Time geography

Torsten Hägerstrand

Space, time and human 
conditions. In: Dynamic 

allocation of urban space,  A. 
Karlqvist et al. (Eds.), 1975.

Pred  A., (Ed.) Space and 
time in geography: Essays 

dedicated to Torsten 
Hägestrand., 1981.
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While people often move in cyclical patterns in 
the course of routine activities, returning to the 
same location again and again ... the places ... are 
themselves continuously being physically altered 
and decaying, as well as continuously being re-

evaluated and re-interpreted

“

Thomas 1996:90



 Landscape is time materialized. Or, better, landscape is time 
materializing: landscapes, like time, never stand still

Bender 2002 

“



Trajanje/Duration

The present contains nothing 
more than the past, and what is 
found in the effect was already in 
the cause.!

“



The house where I am writing this paper was built  
towards the beginning of this century, in the courtyard 	
of 
an ancient farm whose structure is still visible. From	
 my 

open window, I see an interweaving of houses and 
constructions, most of them dating back to the 19th 

century, sometimes including parts of earlier constructions 
from the 18th or 17th century. The 20th century here 
looks so localized, so secondary: it is reduced to details, 

such as windows, doors or, within houses and	
 flats, 
furniture . . . . Right now, the present here is made up of a 

series of past durations that makes the present 
multitemporal.	


“

Olivier 2001
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Early Bronze Age

Middle Bronze Age

Late Bronze Age

(a) (b)

Barrow

Field system

Settlement

Figure 2.2 Alternative representations of a Bronze Age landscape over
time.
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Present-day historic landscape character 

1950s  

1840s  

1800s  

Medieval and 
earlier 

Connecting interactions that have contributed to the form of present-day landscape.
 

Model approach  

Present-day historic landscape character 

1950s  

1840s  

1800s  

Medieval 

Reconstruction without necessarily indicating in what way different periods have 
contributed to the character of later period. 

Reconstruction
approach  

Figure 2.3 Alternative approaches to the contemporary landscape.
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Palimpsest

Pravi/True Kumulativni/Cummulative Stratigrafija

Bailey  G. 2007. Time perspectives, palimpsests and the archaeology. 
Journal of Anthropological Archaeology 26, 198–223.
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Undisturbed floor

Disturbed floor

From Rotloff, Bradford and Scrivner 1981
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“The temporality of the landscape”

First, human life is a process that involves the passage of time. 
Secondly, this life-processis also the process of formation of 
the landscapes in which people have lived. Time and 
landscape, then, are to my mind the essential points of topical 
contact between archaeology and anthropology.

Ingold, T. 2000. The perception of the environment. Routledge.

“



…the practice of archaeology is itself a form of dwelling.!
The knowledge born of this practice is thus on a par with that 
which comes from the practical activity of the native dweller 
and which the anthropologist, through participation, seeks to 
learn and understand. For both the archaeologist and the 
native dweller, the landscape tells – or rather is – a story, ‘a 
chronicle of life and dwelling’ (Adam 1998:454).  :189

“



… is not ‘land’, it is not ‘nature’, and it is not ‘space’. 

Landscape …



Temporality …

… is not chronology (as opposed to history), and it is not 
history (as opposed to chronology).



1.5(a) – compare this to Zeno’s arrow in Figure 1.4). In addition,
however, Husserl suggests that each moment also has a depth 
or ‘echo’ (what he calls retention) which yields a second dimension
if you like, say A, A′ and A′′ (Figure 1.5(b) ). Taken together, 
the flow of time is, thus, a combination of succession and retention
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A B C

A′

A′′

B′

B′′

C′

C′′

A B C

A B C

A′

A′′

B′

B′′

C′

C′′

(a)

(b)

(c)

succession

retentionrunning off

Figure 1.5 Husserl’s time diagram.

Husserel fenomenologija časnosti



chaîne opératoire/!
operacijska sekvenca 

Leroi-Gourhan A 1988. 
Gib in Beseda. Studia 
Humantitatis.



The temporality of the taskscape is social, then, not because 
society provides an externalcframe against which particular 
tasks find independent measure, but because people, in the 1 
performance of their tasks, also attend to one another. 

Taskscape

Taken together, these activities make up what I shall call the 
’taskscape’.

the landscape seems to be what we see around us, whereas!
the taskscape is what we hear.

“



the passage of time 
is ‘primarily the 
succession of 
[pastoral] tasks and 
their relations to 
one 
another’ ( Evans 
Pritchard 1940: 
101–2). 



 Hunters …are alert to every sight, sound or smell that reveals 
the presence of animals, and we can be sure that the animals 
are likewise alert to the presence of humans, as they are also 
to that of one another.



Landscapes change; and change is itself an intrinsic aspect of 
our experience of land-scape. The landscape is a polyrhythmic 
composition of processes whose pulse varies from the erratic 
flutter of leaves to the measured drift and clash of tectonic 
plates. Relative to the human span, the view before us seems 
composed of fleeting, ephemeral effects which create a patina 
of transience on apparently stable forms.

“

( Reason 1987: 40)



Landscape

the landscape as a whole must likewise be understood as the 
taskscape in its embodied form: a pattern of activities 
‘collapsed’  into an array of features.

“





... founded on the premise that things, all 
those physical entities we refer to as 

material culture, are beings in the world 
alongside other beings, such as humans, 
plants and animals” (Olsen 2003, 88). 	


Symetrical archaeology



Technologies



Body and landscape are complementary terms: each implies 
the other, alternately as figure and ground. The forms of the 

landscape are not, however, prepared in advance for 
creatures to occupy, nor are the bodily forms of those 

creatures independently specified in their genetic makeup. 
Both sets of forms are generated and sustained in and 

through the processual unfolding of a total field of relations 
that cut across the emergent interface between organism 

and environment. 	


“

Ingold 1993



Mediation
... is about manifesting something of the material world and 
our engagements with it, which are otherwise left behind 

through normal modes of documentation	

!

... is a process that allows us to attain richer and fuller 
translations of bodily experience and materiality	


... calls attention to the co-action of 
what are conventionally split apart - 
subject and object - in accounts of 

representation. 
Webmoor 2005


